
Lesson 6: Eating Disorders and Self Harm 

Learning Objectives: 

 Describe the different types of eating disorder 

 Understand why eating disorders develop 

 Explain why people self harm 

Starter 5 mins 

Give students the sketches of different bodies.  Ask them who they think has 

an eating disorder and why.  Actual answer is that all of them do—sketches 

were done at an eating disorders support group to show that you cannot look 

at someone and determine if they have an eating disorder or not. Not all peo-

ple with eating disorders are thin. 

Skills: 

 

Resources:  

 

30 mins 

Give students fact cards to read through so they understand the types of 

eating disorder then use the powerpoint slide 3 to clear up some myths about 

eating disorders.   

Why do people develop eating disorders—podcast. Students should use their 

keyword spotter to assess their listening skills.  Allow students a few mins to 

discuss the podcast afterwards and run through the keyword spotter. 

The role of the media in eating disorders.  In groups, students should go 

through a typical woman’s lifestyle magazine and pull out a few adverts—

either for food products or diet/exercise plans.  Show slide 8 and ask students 

to use the bullet points to discuss their adverts. 

Signs of a positive relationship with food handout—allow students to read 

through independently. 

Literacy  

 

 

 

 

Cross curricu-

lar—English lit/

media studies 

Types of eating disor-

der handout—1 be-

tween 2. 

 

Podcast keyword 

spotter 

Colouring pencils 

Several woman’s life-

style magazines 

Signs of a positive rela-

tionship with food 

handout 

15 mins 

Ask students why they think we put eating disorders and self harm into the 

same lesson?  (slide 9) 

Self harm card sort—separate cards into true, false and partially true piles.  

Run through answers and reasoning. 

Run through slide 10, hyperlink takes you to a useful website which lists alter-

natives/distractions from self harm. 

Ensure students see the ‘signs of shock’ slide (11) so they know if a friend 

needs urgent attention. 

  

 

Self harm card sort—1 

set of cards for each 

pair of students 

Plenary— 5 mins 

 Divide the whiteboard into two, entitle one side ‘eating disorder advice’ and 

the other ‘self harm advice’. Imagine you had a friend who confided that they 

were self harming or were worried that they had an eating disorder.  What 

would you advise them to do and why?  Write your answer on a post it note 

and stick on the board. 

Reflection  


